ABSTRACT

The title of this research is “Analisis Struktural Pada Roman Sam Kok Tiga Negara Karya Luo Guan Zhong”. In this research, the writer is trying to describe the structural of The Roman Three Kingdom, especially in intrinsik unsure. Due the title, there are some concepts written in chapter two, they are roman and the intrinsik unsure of roman. Intrinsik romans include theme, plot, setting, character, and point of view. The theory used in this research is structural theory or objective theory, that is used to analysis the basic of the roman can be created as a literary works. The methodology used on the research to describe the data is descriptive. In the chapter four the writer describe and analysis the intrinsik unsure of the Roman Three Kingdom. In the last chapter, the result of the analysis shows that the theme, plot, setting, character and point of view are the important unsure to making a good literary works.
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